Getting people to use an interest-based approach in negotiation has been a difficult problem. Experts provide helpful suggestions for changing the game, though these are usually limited to case-by-case efforts within a culture of adversarial negotiation. Collaborative law (CL) is an important innovation that establishes a general norm of interest-based negotiation and intentionally develops a new legal culture. This article describes CL’s promise and potential perils, focusing particularly on the perils to complement the literature touting the promise.

The promising performance of CL

CL reverses the traditional presumption that negotiators will use adversarial negotiation. CL parties and lawyers sign a participation agreement establishing the rules for the process. Under these agreements, lawyers and parties (negotiators) focus exclusively on negotiation, disclosing all relevant information and using an interest-based approach. Negotiators work primarily in four-way meetings in which everyone is expected to participate actively.

A “disqualification agreement” clause provides that CL lawyers represent parties only in negotiation and are disqualified from representing them in litigation. (Although CL lawyers cannot litigate a CL case, CL parties can withdraw and hire other lawyers to litigate.) This disqualification provision creates strong incentives for all negotiators to stay in CL. Practitioners consider this the essential feature of CL.1

Although CL principles could be applied in almost any civil case, virtually all CL cases have been family law matters. Many CL groups promote a multi-disciplinary approach throughout the case, using a team of professionals in allied fields, including financial and child development experts as well as mental health professionals serving as “coaches” for each party.

Since the CL movement began in 1990, it has grown rapidly. There are more than 150 local CL groups, which develop local practice protocols, train practitioners, build demand for CL and form referral networks. The International Academy of Collaborative Professionals, an organization with more than 1,000 members, publishes a newsletter, manages a listserv and Web site, does public relations, holds annual conferences and sets standards.3 Legislatures and courts have enacted rules exempting CL cases from normal case-management procedures.

CL negotiators generally use interest-based negotiation, according to a landmark study by Professor Julie Macfarlane.4 Her three-year study involved 66 initial interviews with clients, lawyers and other professionals in the United States and Canada. The researchers then conducted in-depth case studies of 16 cases in four cities, involving 150 interviews.

Macfarlane found that CL negotiators generally did not engage in adversarial negotiation and when they did so, they usually had more information and a more constructive spirit than in traditional negotiations. She found that, in general, CL agreements contain provisions comparable to those reached through traditional negotiation, though CL parties sometimes develop more creative provisions tailored to their interests. Macfarlane found no evidence that weaker parties in CL received less favorable terms than they probably would have in traditional negotiation. In general, CL parties benefited from improved communication and were satisfied with the process and their lawyers. CL lawyers were generally quite pleased with the process, which enabled them to practice more consistently with their values and provide better service to clients.

The potential perils of CL

CL practitioners are experimenting with new roles and procedures in an innovative process. Innovators inevitably make some mistakes, but we can hope CL practitioners will learn from research and experience to reduce the following risks.

1. Setting unrealistic expectations.

When considering whether to use CL, parties need realistic understandings of the nature of the process and the lawyer’s role. Macfarlane found that CL lawyers generally used three different approaches: (1) a traditional legal advisor who commits to cooperation, (2) a friend and healer who focuses more on helping people heal emotionally than serving as an advocate for individual clients, and (3) a member of a team committed to preserving the integrity of the CL process.

Although CL lawyers may combine several approaches, many lawyers have a general preference for one of them. Each approach has potential benefits and risks. Lawyers using the healer and team-player roles face particular risks because they deviate from traditional expectations of lawyers and are more likely to violate professional conduct rules.

The degree of risk depends on whether the lawyers effectively communicate realistic expectations at the outset, and the clients provide real informed consent. In some cases, Macfarlane found a “mismatch” of expectations, which frustrated clients. Some CL lawyers were so committed to a “harmony ideology” that they were not sympathetic to their clients’ desires for emotional expression or particular results. Clients generally
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took a pragmatic approach, concerned primarily about the cost, time and resolution of the matter.

Macfarlane found that some clients were disillusioned when the process was not as fast or inexpensive as they were led to believe. Some were disappointed when their lawyers did not provide specific legal advice, emotional support or advocacy. Indeed, in some cases clients felt that their lawyer “ganged up on them” with the other side, leaving them without support or advocacy. Some clients did not understand what information it would be necessary to disclose—for example, the existence of a romantic relationship. Moreover, some CL lawyers had inaccurate understandings of rules governing confidentiality and thus generated misleading expectations.3

To some extent, inadequate or misleading disclosures are predictable for a complex new process in which many practitioners have only limited experience. Over time, CL lawyers should routinely provide clients with realistic expectations, which requires CL lawyers to be aware of their own values and expectations and communicate them effectively. Practitioners should provide candid advice to prospective clients including potential disadvantages of CL and contra-indications in their cases.6

2. Creating excessive settlement pressure. Some pressure in negotiation is inevitable and often desirable. Parties may not make reasonable decisions—or any decision—without some pressure. Parties are often inexperienced and under stress, and their lawyers often have a better understanding of what would satisfy clients’ interests. Thus it is often appropriate for lawyers to press clients to reconsider decisions or to agree to reasonable requests from other parties.

Macfarlane found that some parties feel significantly empowered in CL but others do not, sometimes due to the lawyers’ approach or the structure of the process. CL lawyers participate in virtually every conversation in the negotiation process, including the four-way meetings and also the conversations with clients and the other lawyers before and after the four-wa. One CL lawyer said, “I think it’s very clear, we still have a ton of control . . . in fact, more control maybe than we had, in a sense, than before. Not of the outcome, necessarily, [but] over process and over behaviour in the meeting and so on.”

CL lawyers also can exert major influence on substantive decisions. For example, Macfarlane found that some CL lawyers sometimes impose their own views about “healthy family transitions” on their clients. This finding suggests that some clients may feel pressured to accept agreements that the lawyer believes are in the interests of the whole family rather than focus primarily on the clients’ own individual wishes and interests.

Similarly, some clients may feel pressured by lawyers whose primary goal is to avoid litigation and who thus attempt to impose a false harmony. Pauline Tesler writes that CL lawyers should “represent the highest-functioning client, and . . . take no instructions from the ‘shadow client.’”8 CL lawyers can use this theory to ignore clients’ stated desires as coming from the shadow client—that is, one who is governed by feelings such as anger, fear and grief—not the “true client.”

The CL process, through the disqualification agreement, is purposely designed to put pressure on parties to stay in CL. Macfarlane found that although CL lawyers explained the disqualification agreement at the outset, some clients felt “entrapped” because they had invested so much time and money in CL that it was too hard to switch to litigation. This dynamic gives power to a party who stalls the process or outlasts the other. It also gives power to a party who suggests ending the process, if the other party does not want to litigate.

CL practitioners should respect clients’ ultimate decision-making authority and thus limit their pressure on clients.

3. Violating rules of professional conduct. it is hard to assess definitively whether CL practice complies with lawyers’ rules of professional conduct. CL implicates rules governing competence, diligence, zealous advocacy, limiting the scope of representation, representation of multiple clients, conflicts of interest, confidentiality, client’s right to settle, withdrawal, prospective waivers of liability and joint advertising.9 Courts and ethics committees must rely on imperfect analogies in interpreting rules premised on the model of traditional representation. Moreover, CL procedures vary, and determinations of compliance typically depend on the facts of particular cases.

The disqualification agreement, a central element in CL theory and practice, may be especially problematic. Professor Scott Peppet has doubts whether such agreements comply with ethical rules. “By requiring that both parties hire new attorneys in the event that they cannot settle their dispute, mandatory mutual withdrawal provisions effectively permit one party to fire another party’s lawyer.”10 He argues that this “seems at odds with the most fundamental premises of the legal ethics codes, which strive at every turn to protect the lawyer-client relationship.”11 Moreover, CL participation agreements probably violate ethics rules if they authorize lawyers to withdraw if clients do not follow the lawyers’ advice.12

Professor Christopher Fairman argues that CL is a distinct form of practice calling for new ethical rules.13 However, unless authorities do adopt new rules, CL lawyers should comply with existing rules.

4. Resisting choice and innovation. Some CL practitioners are so committed to their approach that they ignore other options that may be more appropriate for their clients. Macfarlane found that some practitioners have “quasi-religious” passion for their approach, and that local groups generally develop uniform practices for their members. A uniform approach can provide benefits of strong commitment to the process and development of clear understandings. When practitioners feel limited tolerance for variation, however, they are less likely to raise questions that could
lead to improvements. Moreover, allegiance to a single ideological approach can deprive practitioners and parties of a greater choice of processes, a fundamental value of dispute system design.

Instead of limiting offerings to a single ideological approach, practitioners should develop clear explanations of a broad range of options. Practitioners should respect client process choices rather than impose their ideological preferences on clients. Macfarlane argues that “if CFL [collaborative family law] is to develop integrity as a process choice for family transitions—particularly as a process that trumpets the autonomous decision-making role of the client—it is critical to remove the taint of ideology…”

CL’s ideological nature is demonstrated by insistence on using disqualification agreements. CL groups have been unwilling to offer “cooperative law”—a similar process that does not include the disqualification agreement—even though it might serve some clients better than CL. Macfarlane also found that some CL lawyers do not advise clients whether they would benefit from mediation. In everyday conversation, some practitioners refer to litigation as if it is inherently a form of evil rather than a problematic but essential form of dispute resolution. These practices give priority to practitioners’ ideological preferences over the interests of clients who might prefer cooperative law, mediation, or traditional litigation.

CL practitioners should provide clients with the balanced information needed to make informed decisions, and they should then respect clients’ decisions. Similarly, CL practitioners—and all dispute resolution professionals—should respect practitioners with different ideologies of dispute resolution.

Achieving CL’s potential

CL is an important innovation offering great promise and posing real risks. It creates a mechanism for institutionalizing interest-based negotiation as the norm, reversing the presumption of adversarial negotiation. Local CL groups provide ongoing training and peer consultation to continuously improve the quality of services.

CL leaders and practitioners can manage risks if they openly acknowledge and address problems. Practitioners can elicit truly informed consent from prospective clients and refrain from overselling CL. They can provide realistic expectations, including frank acknowledgment of potential problems and an explanation of other processes that clients might prefer. Practitioners can comply with professional conduct requirements, and they can limit pressure on clients to accept the practitioners’ procedural and substantive preferences. They can respect diverse dispute resolution and CL procedures, and they can advise clients primarily based on clients’ needs rather than the practitioners’ ideological preferences.

As CL develops, we can hope practitioners will achieve the potential and minimize the risks of this important innovation in dispute resolution system design.
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